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Gps speedometer distance meter mod apk

Content :Speedometer is a GPS speedometer and odometer app that measures the speed of any mode of transport in km/h, mph, kmh, nodes or m/s in real time. Ever wondered how fast the bus is traveling? How fast is your speed in the train This car speed meter, bike speed meter, speed meter, mph meter will reflect your speed in real
time if you are travelling by train, car, bike, bike, skateboard, boat, plane as long as the phone receives a fair amount of GPS signal. Also, it's the perfect car speedometer app if your car speedometer has broken down. You can use this car speedometer, speed app, speedometer, mph meter for temporary replacement. Features: * Real-
time speed * Simple and clean user interface (nice car speed meter appearance) * Suitable for bike (bike speed meter) * Odometer/odometer * HUD function * Simple and practical car speed meter/widget bike speed counter * Speed limit warning * Day and night mode * Travel history * Supports 6 speedometer resolution and
odometer/mph/kph meter app * Supports 4 speed units (km/h, mph, mph, nodes, meter per second) * Supports 5 distance units (km, miles, Legs, Yard, Meter) This app has 3 main features: GPS speedometer, Distance meter v3.6 [Premium] APK Download Latest version for Android. Download full APK GPS Speedometer, Remote Meter
v3.6 [Premium]. &amp;Overview Features GPS speedometer, Distance meter v3.6 [Premium]Before loading GPS speedometer, Distance meter v3.6 [Premium] APK, you can read the brief overview and features list below. Overview: This app has 3 main features: • Speed measurement (walking, jogging, biking, driving, ...) • Vibration
alarm if speed exceeds allowable limit • Measure distance, which you have passed this program has 3 main functions: • Measure speed (walking, running, biking, driving, ...) • Vibrating if the speed exceeds the permissible limit • Measure the distance you drove Just an Android phone without a speedometer, this app will measure your
speed and ring the alarm when the speed exceeds the limit you allow, avoiding the risk is not worth it. It will also help you keep track of the road you traveled while driving, jogging, ... Main function: • Measure current speed in km/h or miles • Measure distance traveled km or miles • Ability to change distance and km or miles units • Set
speed limits if you move too fast at this speed, the app will give you dangerous alerts to help you avoid undue risks. • Turn off/on vibrate when hazard warnings • Turn off/on the alarm, alarm clock turned off Change warning bell: default beep or favorite song • Change alert tone • Turn background alerts on/off if checked, alerts will be active
even when you leave the app. • Change the theme of the program: a bright theme (suitable for daytime use) and a dark theme (suitable at night). • Support your language This is a completely free app that is designed for you. Install Install an app on your smartphone that will provide your security when it comes to traffic and you won't be
punished by traffic police for speeding. If you have any questions or problems want to fix, please direct me, I will help you. Your 5-star rating will encourage us to create and develop the best free apps. What's new: • You can change the speed error • You can round up decimal fractions • Performance improvements and bug fixes This app
doesn't have an Ad SpeedometerGPS, Distance Meter v3.6 [Premium] APK - Technical DetailsHead launch of full GPS speedometer, Distance meter v3.6 [Premium] APK Download, you can read below technical details APK:So glad to download? Well, click on the button below to start loading GPS speedometer, Distance meter v3.6
[Premium] APK. This is the only direct link of the GPS speedometer, Remote Counter v3.6 [Premium]. GPS Speedometer and Odometer pro 2019 is the exact app for the car speedometer for free with the odometer widget for free. Have you ever wanted to use a speed limit app that works as a car speed indicator? Speed checking is too
necessary when the speedometer heads the display. We present the speedometer odometer app for the bike, as well as an accurate walking odometer in the form of a GPS speedometer and odometer as a distance meter. The Speed Tracker free app is designed for multipurpose purposes because it has a speed sensor to be used for
both activities and reflects instant speed for the car. You can now change the speedometer value as you need, as well as a speedometer display or digital speedometer or analog speedometer. You can now do a car speed test with crazy driving a car and measure speed while cycling with this best car speed reading app. Thus, this map-
map speedometer app is only designed to measure the speed of the car using a mph speedometer. GPS odometer and speedometer pro is the best speed app for the car to be used as a personal speed detector and GPS speed tracker navigation. The modern distance meter will provide you with an accurate speed per kilometre, as well
as speedometer height details on the digital speed meter for the car, making our best speedometer of 2019. The odometer for a car miles away and the odometer widget makes the exact car speedometer app free. Just step into the GPS speedometer and odometer app to enjoy the best speedometer for the car. The Gs speedometer and
odometer is the best accurate GPS speedometer odometer app on the gaming store to get instant GPS odometer information. Enjoy an odometer speedometer for your bike and a car with real-time push notifications. Features • Use this speed limit app as a car speed indicator • Check the speed on the head speedometer Display • Enjoy
speed measurement technology for car speed • Do a car speed test with a new smart speedometer • Customizable distance meter themes to display • Use it while cycling to safely on the road Our studio strives to provide the best quality tools needed in our daily lives. If you have any suggestions regarding our apps, you can send us an
email directly so we can make more valuable applications for you; we are always looking for your feedback. Download GPS Speedometer and Odometer: Distance Meter Free ☆ ★ ★ ★ ★ 4.20/5 Bike Computer - GPS Cycling Speed Tracker Logic Lite Waze - GPS, Maps, Road Alerts &amp;amp; Live Navigation Ulysse Speedometer
GPS Field Area Measurement GPS Tools® GPS Speedometer - Counter Trip - Height Gauge DigiHUD Speedometer Offline Maps &amp;amp; 2GIS Navigation: &amp;Directory Navigator Maps GPS Navigation Routes Location Live GPS Speedometer: HUD Digi Distance Meter GPS Live Map Navigation - Smart Traveler GPS
Speedometer GPS Speedometer, Distance meter 3.6.3 Description gps speedometer, Distance meter (Package name: com.fragileheart.gpsspeedometer) developed by Smart Mobile Tools and latest gps speedometer version, Meter Distance 3.6.3 was updated on December 1, 2020. GPS Speedometer, Distance Meter is in the Maps and
Navigation category. You can check all apps from developer GPS Speedometer, Distance Meter and find 97 alternative GPS speedometer apps, Distance Meter on Android. This app is currently free. This app can be downloaded on Android 4.1+ on APKFab or Google Play. All APK / XAPK files on APKFab.com original and 100% safe at
fast boot. This app has 3 main features:• Measure the speed of movement (walking, running, biking, driving, ...) • Vibrate your alarm if the speed exceeds the allowable limit• Measure the distance you drovePerform your Android phone without a speedometer, this app will measure your speed and ring the alarm when the speed exceeds
the limit you allow, avoiding the risk is not worth it. It will also help you keep track of the road you traveled while driving, jogging, ... Main function:• Measure current speed in km/h or miles mode• Measure distance traveled within km or miles• Ability to change unit distances and km or miles • Set speed limits if you move too fast beyond this
speed, the app will give you dangerous notifications to help you avoid unnecessary risks.• Turn off/turn on vibration when hazard warnings are turned off/ on When the alarm is turned offChange the warning call: the default beep or favorite song • Change the tone of the alert • Turn background alerts on/off, if enabled, alerts will be active
even when you leave the app.• Change the theme of the app: bright theme (suitable for day use) and dark theme (suitable at night).• Support for your languageThen is absolutely free application that is designed for you. Install this app on your smartphone that will ensure your safety, it comes to traffic and you will not be punished by traffic
police for speeding. If you have any questions or problems want to fix, please direct me, I will help you. Your 5-star rating will encourage us to create and develop the best free apps. Applications. Update • Performance improvements and bug fixes Details
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